
 

 

TOP 20 QBs 
 

1. Brett Favre - His maturation process is complete, and he is 

now regarded by many Fantasy players to be worthy of the 

top pick in their drafts. He is not afraid to take a hit, and 

usually bounces back from the worst poundings, adding 

durability to a near-perfect package. Favre will scramble out 

of the pocket and complete the seemingly impossible pass 

or sacrifice his well-being to run for a first down or a score. 

He has great poise for a 27-year old and is capable of more 

than 40 TD passes no matter who his receivers are. He can 

sometimes hurt you by fumbling, but that may be his only 

flaw. He has cut down on his interceptions (13 in each of 

the last two seasons) and has excelled without the presence 

of a superstar running back.  

2. John Elway - Stop making such a big deal about his age. 

Thirty-seven isn't the important number here. Thirty, the 

amount of TDs he accumulated, should mean much more. 

He can still throw for 300 yards on any given day and do it 

without a star-studded crew of receivers. Elway doesn't look 

old when he scrambles, either. His decline is more of a myth 

than a reality. This Future Hall of Famer still makes 

amazing reads and puts together consistemt scoring drives. 

He rebounded from a mediocre 1995 season to prove he's 

still worth a high pick in Fantasy drafts. Count on him for at 

least 25 passing TDs and three rushing scores in 1997.  

3. Jeff Blake - He continues to rise in the Fantasy ranks, and 

may have a monster year in a division full of unimpressive 

secondaries. Blake should post impressive numbers against 

the Steelers, Oilers and Jaguars, and should have good 

success against the Ravens, too. If Corey Dillon or Ki-Jana 

Carter can solidify the running game, Blake will have an 

even better season. He threw for 24 TDs last year against 

defenses who expected him to air it out. Blake also ran for a 

pair of scores. He depends on Carl Pickens too much, but 

how can you blame him for that?  

4. Steve Young - If his health wasn't such an issue, he might 

still be the No. 1 Fantasy QB. He has everything an owner 

could want. Rarely makes bad throws, scrambles better than 

anyone and is the most productive QB you could find near 

the goal line. Amasses amazing amounts of yardage in the 
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air and on the ground and can still throw a perfect touch-

pass. But he isn't the same as Elway was at 36 years old. He 

is falling apart physically. He is a high-risk pick. Young can 

equal Favre's numbers when he wants to, but there is a 

possibility that his fearless style may lead to an abrupt end 

to his career in 1997. Owners who draft him could lose him 

during a game, costing them point totals. If he takes a 

career-ending hit, you'll be stuck with your backup QB and 

thoughts about who you could have drafted instead.  

5. Drew Bledsoe - A smooth gunner who can pick apart 

defenses with great precision. Can carry your team on some 

weeks. Had maybe his finest season in 1996, throwing for 

more TDs (27) than interceptions (15) for the first time. He 

will still make some ill-advised throws, but he's getting 

better and should be a solid Fantasy starter. Doesn't have a 

rushing TD in his pro career, but that's not his style. May 

not carry many Fantasy teams to the top, but will keep them 

in contention with a few incredible performances in 1997.  

6. Mark Brunell - He sat behind Favre earlier in his career 

when he was with Green Bay, and he will remain well 

behind him in the Fantasy ratings. But if he can improve 

upon his impressive performance of 1996, when he threw 

for 19 TDs and scrambled for another four, he may outdo all 

the others. He is deadly when throwing on the run and has 

great confidence. Sometimes forces some throws and take 

some sacks. His stock rose after he carried the Jaguars to the 

AFC Championship Game, but he also threw 20 

interceptions last season. He may be rated too high by 

Fantasy leaguers who are hoping for a newcomer to 

supplant Young and Elway.  

7. Dan Marino - He is certainly on the down side of his career, 

but look for him to bounce back from an injury-plagued 

1996. Jimmy Johnson is building a respectable offense 

around him, and his line is gaining experience. Marino 

should continue to display his quick trigger, and should 

throw in the neighborhood of 25 TDs. He won't put up great 

Fantasy numbers in 1997, but he won't hurt owners, either. 

Marino is still smart, and will have a few 300-yard games 

while remaining the focal point of a Miami offense that is 

finally developing a respectable running game.  

8. Vinny Testaverde - The Benito Santiago of Fantasy 

Football? Had an unbelievable year in 1996, putting up the 

some unreal numbers in his undistinguished career. Can he 

throw 33 TD passes again? Probably not because Baltimore 

is improving and won't be forced to come from behind as 

often. He will probably never match his dream season of a 
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year ago, but he should throw more than 20 TDs. But once 

again, he's in the AFC Central, which should help him post 

better-than-average Fantasy totals. Left Tackle > Jonathan 

Ogden is quickly improving and should give Testaverde 

ample time to throw.  

9. Jeff George - Is he the Fantasy Football Comeback Player 

of the Year? He's in the right environment to qualify for 

such an award. The mediocre Raiders have long lacked a 

QB of his caliber, and is willing to ignore his past as they 

have done with many players before him. George still has 

the skills to resurface as a Fantasy standout, and has a top-

notch receiver in Tim Brown. George should get off to a 

fast start in an environment where he is accepted, and could 

throw between 25-30 TDs. It will take a lot of mistakes for 

him to fall out of favor in Oakland, but even George will get 

his chance to make Al Davis angry.  

10. Scott Mitchell - The loss of Brett Perriman does not help 

Mitchell, who lost his best possession receiver on the heels 

of a mediocre season. But new head coach Bobby Ross will 

install a ball-control offense that is sure to make Barry 

Sanders into the best Fantasy running back available. 

Mitchell will take advantage as defenses worry about the 

running game and throw for 20-plus TDs. He'll still make a 

bad throw and is prone to getting sacked often.  

11. Brad Johnson - He started only eight games in 1997, but 

still threw 17 TD passes and took Minnesota to the playoffs. 

He has good size, is patient in the pocket and responds well 

to pressure. He is very effective in the red zone, and has 

great potential to put up good Fantasy numbers over a full 

season. Any QB who has Cris Carter and Jake Reed as his 

receivers should fare well. Minnesota's running game is 

unreliable, but a good offensive line should give Johnson 

enough time to make sensible reads.  

12. Tony Banks - Call it optimism, but Banks seems like he's on 

a quick ride to the top. He is turnover prone, as he threw 15 

interceptions and fumbled 21 times, but he also showed that 

he's not afraid to go deep. He ran for more than 200 yards, 

too. The offensive pieces are quickly being put into place 

around him. Banks is a confident bomber, and could be the 

biggest surprise among all Fantasy QBs in 1997.  

13. Gus Frerotte - The QB controversy is over in Washington, 

(maybe) and the better man won outright. Frerotte does go 

through dry spells, but he will be similar to Banks as he 

improves due to a restructuring of the troops around him. 

The Redskins already have an impressive running game, 

and they have a deep receiving corps. This talented gunner 
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should throw at least 18 TDs as part of a balanced offensive 

unit. He holds on too the ball too long, but can often 

produce results when he finally lets it go. Frerotte is a solid 

pick for owners who can't grab one of the top 10 QBs.  

14. Elvis Grbac - The Chiefs have improved their offense, and 

Grbac should benefit. He will be eager to prove himself as a 

starter and could throw 25 TD passes. But he's not very 

mobile and can make some bad decisions. The Chiefs don't 

have a superb running game, so Grbac may suffer when 

defenses stop Kansas City's ground attack. He'll be playing 

behind good pass protection and should have a high 

completion percentage.  

15. Stan Humphries - He's never been considered to be an 

impact Fantasy player, but is a solid backup to the best of 

them. If he stays healthy, he could post some decent 

numbers. Humphries is tough and smart, and can throw 20 

TD passes if he stays out of the trainer's room. Will he grasp 

Kevin Gilbride's complicated offense? He can, and he 

should put in a solid performance.  

16. John Friesz - No one seems more capable of running Dennis 

Erickson's offense. He places the ball perfectly to receivers 

just as they finish their short routes, and has great timing on 

long patterns. But he's also immobile and can throw 

interceptions. Could have some big games hooking up with 

Joey Galloway as the Seahawks face an easy schedule, but 

he must stay healthy.  

17. Troy Aikman - He'll make a fine backup, but could post 

some serious Fantasy numbers if Michael Irvin shows up to 

pair with newly- acquired Anthony Miller. Although he's a 

great on-field quarterback, Aikman will always struggle to 

be a great Fantasy QB. Many inexperienced owners 

overestimate his value because of the high-profile team he 

plays for.  

18. Kent Graham - The Arizona offense is slowly improving, 

and Graham has emerged, posting some decent totals. He's 

not very experienced and doesn't do well inside the red 

zone. But he doesn't throw a lot of interceptions, either. 

Don't expect 25 TD passes, but Graham is a good Fantasy 

backup.  

19. Steve McNair - He's extremely raw, and his favorite play in 

1996 seemed to be a sideline-bound scramble that often 

ended up in an incompletion. He is willing to learn and will 

throw some pretty TD passes while scrambling for a few. 

But don't expect more than 15 TD passes and a lot of 

turnovers.  

20. Ty Detmer - Detmer could be ranked much higher if he 
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didn't have to worry about beating out Rodney Peete in 

training camp. Isn't what you would want from a QB in 

terms of size, but can break down opposing defenses and 

accumulate Fantasy points with intelligent reads in the 

pocket. He's effective in the red zone and threw for 15 TDs 

last year, but has a weak arm so don't expect him to put up 

monster numbers.  

Rating the Rest 

Think Rick Mirer was bad in Seattle? He'll be worse in Chicago, 

and Erik Kramer could become a sleeper ... Trent Dilfer is 

getting better, but he's still too erratic ... Chris Chandler will not 

thrill his owners, but won't hurt them, either ... Todd Collins will 

be lucky to have more than one 300-yard game ... Heath Shuler 

will still be a failure ... Dave Brown will continue to be a Fantasy 

owner's nightmare ... Stay away from all Steeler quarterbacks ... If 

Friesz proves unstable, look for Warren Moon to get some playing 

time.  
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